ME 4054W Design Projects

Announcements

February 9, 2012
Project Plan Assignment

- The four Project Plan documents are due today. They should be posted in the “Deliverables, Final” folder on your Google site by midnight.
- Your advisor should have been consulted as you were developing the deliverables in these documents so that they meet with their approval.
- Your advisor will review and grade the Project Plan, so no proof of their approval of the documents is required when you submit the final documents today.
Workshop on February 21

- Professor Durfee will be giving his “Delivering Effective Presentations” workshop on Tuesday, February 21.

- Half of the teams will attend from 1:25-3:25 and the other half from 3:30-5:30.

- If there are any special needs, such as meeting with your advisor, that can be accommodated by having your team assigned to one or the other of these time slots please email Devin Berg with the request no later than tomorrow. Please provide the reason for the requested time.
Reminders

- 82 days until The Design Show
- Your design notebook should have ≈20 pages at this point in the semester

[Image of a handwritten page]
This sample page from a design notebook is quite good. What’s missing?